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The UV absorption spectrum of the permanganate anion is a prototype transition-metal complex spectrum.
Despite this being a simple d0 Td system, for which a beautiful spectrum with detailed vibrational structure
has been available since 1967, the assignment of the second and third bands is still very controversial. The
issue can be resolved only by an elucidation of the intricate vibronic structure of the spectrum. We investigate
the vibronic coupling by means of linear-response time-dependent density functional calculations. By means
of a diabatizing scheme that employs the transition densities obtained in the TDDFT calculations in many
geometries aroundRe, we construct a Taylor series expansion in the normal coordinates of a diabatic potential
energy matrix, coupling 24 excited states. The simulated vibronic structure is in good agreement with the
experimental absorption spectrum after the adjustment of some of the calculated vertical excitation energies.
The peculiar blurred vibronic structure of the second band, which is a very distinctive feature of the experimental
spectrum, is fully reproduced in the calculations. It is caused by the double-well shape of the adiabatic energy
surface along the Jahn-Teller active e mode of the allowed1E state arising from the second1T2 state, which
exhibits a Jahn-Teller splitting into1B2 and1E states. We trace the double-well shape to an avoided crossing
between two diabatic states with different orbital-excitation character. The crossing can be explained at the
molecular orbital level from the Jahn-Teller splitting of the set of 7t2{3dxy, 3dxz, 3dyz} orbitals (the LUMO
+ 1), to which the excitations characterizing the diabatic states take place. In contrast to its character in the
two well regions, atRe the 21T2 state is not predominantly an excitation to the LUMO+ 1, but has more
HOMO - 1 f LUMO (2e ) {3dx2-y2, 3dz2}) character. The changing character of the 21T2 - 1E state along
the e mode implies that the assignment of the experimental bands to single orbital transitions is too simplistic
intrinsically. This spectrum, and notably the blurring of the vibronic structure in the second band, can be
understood only from the extensive configurational mixing and vibronic coupling between the excited states.
This solves the long-standing assignment problem of these bands.

1. Introduction

The UV absorption spectrum of the tetrahedral d0 complex
MnO4

- has become a prototype spectrum in transition-metal
spectroscopy. A well-resolved experimental spectrum was
published in 1967 by Holt and Ballhausen.1 Four band systems
can be seen in this spectrum: (i) a very strong band with an
origin at ca. 18 000 cm-1 with a very distinct strong vibrational
progression of 770 cm-1, (ii) a somewhat weaker band between
25 000 and 30 000 cm-1, starting with two low-intensity peaks
at ca. 25 000 and 25 700 cm-1 followed by the main part in
which the vibrational structure is remarkably blurred, which is
superimposed with (iii) a strong band starting at 30 000 cm-1

with distinct, regular vibrational spacing of 750 cm-1, and (iv)
an intense, completely featureless band with its origin at 38 500
cm-1. An early review of the electronic absorption spectrum of
MnO4

- can be found in ref 2.
The permanganate ion is one of the benchmark systems for

the assessment of excitation energies from quantum chemical

methods, and many calculations of excitation energies have been
performed for this system. It is not easy to deduce vertical
transition energies from the experimental bands, and the intricate
vibronic structure of the spectrum as well as the expected Jahn-
Teller splittings of the allowed excited1T2 states indicate the
necessity of a vibronic coupling treatment for a meaningful
comparison of the theory and experiment. This has been lacking
until now. The discussion has been mostly in terms of an
assignment of the experimental bands to single orbital transi-
tions, on which there is still disagreement between the various
quantum chemical methods. The energetic order of the orbitals
near the HOMO-LUMO gap is shown in Figure 1. In this d0

system, the LUMO and LUMO+ 1 are the d orbitals, 2e and
7t2 exhibiting the ligand field splitting through antibonding
mixing with the oxygen 2p, and the highest occupied levels are
the 12 fully occupied oxygen 2p lone pair orbitals. The highest
of these are the HOMO 1t1, which is 100% 2p by symmetry,
and the HOMO- 1 6t2, which has very little d admixture.
Below these nonbonding levels are the 6a1, which is somewhat
stabilized by admixture of the 4s, and the 1e and 5t2 levels,
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which represent 2p orbitals that are more strongly stabilized by
admixture with the 3d.

Despite much theoretical effort, see below, the assignment
of the experimental bands to specific orbital transitions is by
no means established. With the exception of early extended
Hückel, Hartree-Fock (HF), and CI-singles calculations, which
proved to be rather unreliable, all of the theoretical methods
agree with the assignment of the first band, which is of the
HOMO f LUMO (1t1 f 2e) type. The fourth band is mostly
attributed to a HOMO- 1 f LUMO + 1 (6t2 f 7t2) transition
(with another strong contribution from the 6a1 f 7t2 transition,
which is actually dominant in SAC-CI3 calculations). There is,
however, still a strong controversy about the assignment of the
second band to either the 6t2 f 2e or 1t1 f 7t2 transition (and
the third band, then, to the other transition). It is a typical case
of doubt whether the HOMO- 1 f LUMO or the HOMOf
LUMO + 1 transition is lowest in energy. The issue remains
unresolved, although this particular electronic absorption spec-
trum has been a real testbed for electronic structure methods.
Wolfsberg and Helmholtz4 pioneered the extended Hu¨ckel
method in 1952 with an MO study of this spectrum, followed
by several other such studies (e.g., refs 5 and 6). The multiple-
scattering XR method, despite its muffin-tin approximation,
made its mark on transition-metal chemistry in 1971 with a
remarkably successful calculation7 of the permanganate spec-
trum using Slater’s transition-state method. This calculation
assigned the second band to the HOMO- 1 f LUMO (i.e.,
6t2 f 2e) transition. This is actually in disagreement with the
assignment advocated in the experimental study by Holt and
Ballhausen1 in which it was the third band that was assigned to
the HOMO- 1 f LUMO transition. Shortly afterward, after
a basis function XR method that avoided the muffin-tin
approximation had been developed,8 one of the first applications
of this method in 1976 was to an extensive series of tetrahedral
oxoanions including permanganate.9 These latter calculations
partly resolved multiplet states with the diagonal sum method.
The assignment agreed with the MSXR assignment. Much later,
in 1996, a similar “∆SCF” DFT (GGA) calculation, which used
the calculation of a few selected two-electron integrals to obtain
full resolution of the multiplet states, reversed the assignment.10

However, a subsequent LDA (local density approximation)
calculation of a similar type in 199711 did not lead to the
reversed assignment and neither did other such DFT calculations

with either the∆SCF method12 or the practically equivalent
transition-state method.13 There are two published time-depend-
ent DFT calculations (199914 and 200115) that have both sided
with the original XR assignment, but because the errors in the
vertical excitation energies from many of the DFT calculations
are larger than the splitting between these two states, no reliable
assignment can be made on their basis. Also, the ab initio
calculations do not offer a clear picture. Skipping HF (∆SCF)16,17

and CIS16 calculations in the early 1970s, which proved to be
unreliable, we note that the CISD calculations of Johansen and
Rettrup in 198318 assign the 6t2 f 2e to the second band, in
agreement with the XR calculations. SAC-CI calculations3

reversed the assignment in 1991, (ST)EOM-CCSD19 went back
to the original assignment in 1999, but extended STEOM-CC
calculations20 reversed it again in 2000.

The experimental energy difference of about 0.3 eV for the
second and third transitions is of the same order of magnitude
as the error in the TDDFT calculations and is about the order
of magnitude of possible errors in any theoretical method to
date for a transition-metal complex. As indicated earlier, a
vibronic coupling treatment is required for a full elucidation of
the intricate vibrational structure of the spectrum and to settle
the assignment problem. Because the second band has such a
different vibrational structure compared to that of the third (and
first) band, one could place some confidence in an assignment
based on a vibronic coupling treatment if the latter would be
able to reproduce and explain this feature. One method of
studying the vibronic structure of electronic absorption spectra
is the Franck-Condon approach. It has recently been applied
successfully in combination with TDDFT excited-state optimi-
zations to model the absorption spectra of organic compounds
by Dierksen and Grimme.21,22 As has been mentioned in ref
23, however, the Franck-Condon approach might have prob-
lems in some cases if (i) the excited-state minimum is largely
displaced from the ground-state minimum, (ii) there are (near-)
degenerate excited states that result in a complicated topology
of the potential energy surfaces (PESs), or (iii) no excited-state
minimum due to, for example, conical intersections can be
found.

An alternative treatment,23 which is used in this work, is based
on the short-time approximation for absorption and resonance
Raman scattering (see, for example, refs 24-29). It uses a
Taylor series expansion around the ground-state equilibrium of
quasi-diabatic excited-state surfaces and coupling matrix ele-
ments between them, so nonadiabatic couplings between excited
states are also taken into account.

In this article, we show that the general vibronic features of
the absorption spectrum of permanganate can be reproduced
within this vibronic coupling scheme, including the vibrational
structure due to Jahn-Teller active normal modes that lead to
minima at distorted (lower-symmetry) geometries. Our spectra
simulations demonstrate that the energy surfaces obtained with
the asymptotically correct SAOP potential (statistical averaging
of (model) orbital potentials),30-32 which we employ in our
calculations, lead to a vibronic structure in agreement with the
experimental findings, although the accuracy of the vertical
transition energies is, with errors of up to 0.9 eV, poorer than
usual. Although we can resolve the controversy over the orbital
assignments for the excited states atRe on this basis, the more
important conclusion is that a single-orbital transition picture
is much too simple to explain the complicated structure of the
absorption spectrum of permanganate.

Figure 1. Energetic ordering of the molecular orbitals of MnO4
- near

the HOMO-LUMO gap from SAOP/TZ2P calculations. The orbital
energies are shown for the ground-state equilibrium structure and
structures displaced along theQθ mode by∆q ) (2.5.
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2. Methodology

Density functional calculations have been performed using a
modified version of the Amsterdam density functional (ADF)
package.33,34We used the SAOP potential30-32 in combination
with the TZ2P, the even-tempered QZ3P, and the QZ3P-
3DIFFUSE (including three sets of diffuse functions) basis sets
from the ADF basis set library33 to calculate TDDFT transition
densities and vertical excitation energies for structures displaced
from the ground-state equilibrium along the normal coordinates.
The construction of diabatic states and effective Hamiltonians
follows the approach in refs 23 and 35.

The effective Hamiltonian consists of the kinetic energy
operator for the nuclei and a potential energy matrix in the
diabatic basis. For the latter, we use a Taylor series expansion
around the equilibrium structure

whereqi are the normal coordinates of the system. The matrix
elementsVab of the V matrix are between diabatic electronic
states, which are constructed to have an (almost) constant
electronic part along the normal modes (see below). We
distinguish between the intrastate matrix elementsVaa, intram-
ultiplet matrix elementsVab, where a and b refer to states
belonging to the same multiplet, sayn1T2, and intermultiplet
matrix elementsVab, wherea andb belong to different multiplets
(e.g., n1T2 and m1T2). If we ignore the off-diagonal matrix
elements, the intrastate linear Taylor expansion terms (∂Vaa/
∂qi)0 (still called coupling constants) would account for the
displacement of the minimum with respect toqi ) 0 and the
diagonal (in the normal coordinates) quadratic coupling con-
stants (∂2Vaa/∂qi

2)0 would account for the changes in vibra-
tional frequency in the excited states. (The default value for a
diagonal intrastate quadratic coupling constant is just the ground
stateω0,i.) We include all of the linear coupling constants and
the diagonal quadratic coupling constants in principle for all of
the matrix elements ofV (both intrastate and interstate).

The derivatives of the potential energy matrix elements with
respect to the normal coordinates are calculated by numerical
differentiation of the diabatic potential energy matrix elements,
the latter being explicitly calculated at displaced structures,Vab-
((∆qi). A diabatic matrix at a particular∆qi is constructed by
a unitary transformation of the diagonal adiabatic potential
energy matrix containing the vertical excitation energies for that
particular structure

The vertical excitation energies, which constitute the diagonal
matrix Eelec(q), are obtained from the TDDFT calculation. The

transformation matricesU(q) are calculated in such a way that
the overlap matrix of transition densities is maximally diagonal
in the diabatic basis. For details, we refer to the description of
the algorithm in ref 35 and the related approach in ref 23. The
vibronic coupling simulations based on the diabatic potential
energy matrix are carried out using the VIBRON program
package.36 We included up to 24 excited states and up to
1 474 560 vibrational basis functions for each state (in the full
simulation). The total dimension of the vibronic problem (i.e.,
of the model Hamiltonian to be diagonalized) is therefore
35 389 440. Despite this large dimension, such simulations are
fairly routine because an interface between ADF and VIBRON
allows a user-friendly combination of electronic structure and
vibronic coupling calculations. The computational cost, however,
increases rapidly with the number of quanta in the individual
modes and the number of excited states included in the
simulation.

3. Vertical Excitations

We calculated the vertical excitation energies for the1T2

excitations of MnO4
- with the TZ2P basis, which is also used

to model the vibronic structure. The results are compared to
those obtained with the larger QZ3P and QZ3P-3DIFFUSE basis
sets; in the latter calculations, three additional sets of diffuse
functions are used for the oxygen atoms, whereas we employed
the QZ3P basis set for the central manganese atom. From the
vertical excitation energies for the permanganate anion listed
in Table 1, it can be seen that the TZ2P basis set already leads
to results that are almost converged. The excitation energies
change by less than 0.1 eV when increasing the basis set.

Although the above results were obtained with the structure
optimized with BPW91/TZ2P (Mn-O distance: 1.621 Å), we
also calculated excitation energies for the structures optimized
with the larger basis sets. But structural changes or changes in
the excitation energies can hardly be recognized. (The Mn-O
distance for both BPW91/QZ3P and BPW91/QZ3P-3DIFFUSE
is 1.620 Å.)

For some transitions, the vertical excitation energies differ
considerably from those of the experiment (i.e., by between 0.5
and 0.9 eV). The SAOP results in ref 37, which included
environmental effects in the form of the COSMO solvation
model and are given in Table 1 for comparison, demonstrate
that environmental effects can lead to a lowering of the
excitation energies, but these effects are certainly not large
enough to explain such large discrepancies between the experi-
ment and the calculation. Furthermore, the solvation model leads
mainly to an overall shift in the excitation energies (i.e., incorrect
energy gapsbetween different excited states are hardly cor-
rected). Deficiencies in the SAOP potential or the exchange-
correlation kernel or both are thus most likely responsible for
this disagreement. We will concentrate on the vibrational

TABLE 1: Excitation Energies (Eex in eV) and Oscillator Strengths (f)a of the Excited States of Irreducible Representation T2 of
the Permanganate Ion Calculated from SAOP with Different Basis Setsb

SAOP

TZ2P QZ3P QZ3P-3DIF

no. transition exptl1
EOM-

CCSD19
Ext-

STEOM20
TZ2P/

COSMO37 Eexptl f Eexptl f Eexptl f

1 1t1 f 2e 2.3 2.24 1.92 2.87 3.01 0.0070 2.98 0.0070 2.98 0.0073
2 6t2 f 2e 3.5 3.60 3.51 3.89 4.04 0.0021 4.02 0.0023 4.01 0.0024
3 1t1 f 7t2 4.0 3.67 3.08 4.77 4.93 0.0086 4.88 0.0100 4.87 0.0104
4 6t2 f 7t2 5.5 5.80 5.77 5.95 0.0023 5.92 0.0028 5.91 0.0035

a Not multiplied by degeneracy.b All of the values are calculated at the BPW91/TZ2P optimized geometry (Mn-O distance: 1.621 Å). The
experimental values shown are the positions of the band maxima of the spectrum reported in ref 1. The SAOP/TZ2P/COSMO,37 EOM-CCSD,19 and
extended-STEOM-CC20 values are given for comparison.

V(q) ) V(0) + ∑
i)1

Nq (∂V

∂qi
)

0

qi +
1

2
∑
i,j)1

Nq ( ∂
2V

∂qi∂qj
)

0

qiqj + ‚‚‚ (1)

V(q) ) U†(q) Eelec(q) U(q) (2)
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structure of the absorption bands in this study, which depend
on the shapes of the potential energy surfaces and not directly
on their vertical positions.

Table 1 also shows the dominant orbital transitions for the
given excitations. The assignment given here is in agreement
with previous studies using TDDFT.14,15Consequently, it agrees
with the original DFT calculation of ref 9 and the more recent
DFT calculations from refs 11 and 12, which are all of the∆SCF
type (sometimes approximated with Slater’s transition-state
procedure), but it differs from some calculations (e.g., from the
DFT-∆SCF calculation in ref 10) and reverses the orbital
assignments for these states. However, we will argue (see below)
that these assignments in terms of orbital transitions are not
meaningful. From the contributions of the orbital transitions to
the different excited states, which are listed in Table 2 and will
be discussed in the next section, it can be seen that for all excited
states besides 11T2 important mixings of singly excited con-
figurations occur, so an assignment of the absorption spectrum
in terms of single orbital transitions is apparently inadequate.

4. Potential Energy Curves

4.1. Assessment of the Model Potential Curves.In the upper
panel of Figure 2, we show the calculated adiabatic energy

points for the excited states of1T2 symmetry along the totally
symmetric Mn-O stretching mode, which is the most important
mode for the vibrational structure. In this panel, we also give
the model PESs that were obtained by diagonalization of the
V(q) matrix for these1T2 states using the Taylor expansion with
linear and quadratic coupling constants (∂Vab/∂q1)0 and (∂2Vab/
∂q1

2)0, with q1 being the a1 mode for all of the intrastate and
interstate matrix elements. The curves are obtained by calculat-
ing theV matrix from the Taylor expansion and diagonalizing
it in a dense set ofq1 values, keeping all otherqi equal to zero.

The model curves are in very good agreement with the
explicitly calculated points near the equilibrium position. There
is very little coupling between the different electronic states
along this mode. We expect vibrational states that can be clearly
associated with the individual electronic states, and because all
curves exhibit a minimum that is somewhat displaced toward
a longer Mn-O bond length, we expect a typical Franck-
Condon intensity pattern of the vibrational states (with vibra-
tional spacing of approximately 800 cm-1 ≈ 0.1 eV, the second
peak will be most intense). The a1 vibrational structure will
dominate the spectrum because of the large displacements of
the excited-state minima from the ground-state equilibrium
position.

TABLE 2: Orbital Contributions (in %) for the Excited States in Irreducible Representation E of the Permanganate Ion along
the Qθ Mode Calculated from SAOP/TZ2Pa

orange curve (“21T1”) lower green curve (“21T2”) (“3 1T1”)

4E 3E (2T1) 3E 4E 3E 4E (2T2) 4E 3E 5E (3T1) 5E
∆q -6 -2.5 0 2.5 6 -6 -2.5 0 2.5 6 -6 -2.5 0 2.5 6

(1t1 f 2e)
7ef 8a1 2 9 1 1 3 3
7ef 2b1 3 2 2

(6t2 f 2e) (96) (68) (2)
6ef 8a1 75 72 72 76 75 10 17 17 2 3 7 2 2 17 20
6ef 2b1 19 25 24 2 22 9 29 51 58 13 62 30 16 45

(1t1 f 7t2) (4) (30) (96)
1a2 f 8e 2 2 2 2 77 53 15 2 8 32 48 31 13
7ef 7b2 1 1 2 20 15 37 73 7 26 48 28 6

(6t2 f 7t2)
6ef 7b2 1 4 12
6b2 f 8e 10 4

(others)
7a1 f 8e 14 16 1 3 1

upper green curve (“31T2”) (“4 1T1”)

7E 6E (3T2) 6E 7E 6E 7E (4T1) 7E 6E
∆q -6 -2.5 0 2.5 6 -6 -2.5 0 2.5 6

(1t1 f 2e) (3)
7ef 8a1 1 3 1 2 1
7ef 2b1

(6t2 f 2e) (16)
6ef 8a1 1 3 4 1 1
6ef 2b1 1 5 12 9 10 2 2

(1t1 f 7t2) (56)
1a2 f 8e 5 28 57 49 1 3 30
7ef 7b2 69 64 28 5 3 13 2 2

(6t2 f 7t2) (20) (98)
6ef 7b2 1 3 10 21 13 10 49 61 68
6b2 f 8e 1 15 10 4 12 71 66 49 22

(others)
7a1 f 8e 24 3 3 5 16 5

a For the ground-state equilibrium structure (∆q ) 0), these states belong to either theT1 (for n1E states withn as an odd number) or theT2

irreducible representation (forn1E states withn as an even number). The values and labels corresponding to theTd structures are given in parentheses;
all other labels and entries in the table refer toD2d symmetry. Note that where possible we follow the auxiliary (colored) curves in Figure 5 instead
of pure adiabatic potential energy curves.
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In the lower panel of Figure 2, we show the calculated points
and adiabatic model curves for the Jahn-Teller active mode of
e symmetry. For this comparison, we chose the mode depicted
in Figure 3 from the set of two degenerate modes. It corresponds
to the Qθ(X1 - X2 - X3 + X4) symmetrized displacement
according to ref 38 and leads to aD2d symmetric structure, in
which two of the three former degenerate1T2 states fall into
irreducible representation E and remain degenerate (solid

curves), whereas the third one is of B2 symmetry (dotted curves).
The model curves follow the calculated points perfectly close
to the equilibrium geometry, so the second-order Taylor
expansion is adequate.

The system investigated here is much more complicated than
the prototype T-e Jahn-Teller system described in ref 39,
which can be described by three equivalent paraboloids. Our
model PESs are more general (and more complicated) because
quadratic couplings are also taken into account and the different
sets of triply degenerate states (1T2 multiplets) can interact,
which is, as we will see below, quite essential. Also, the
inclusion of diagonal quadratic coupling constants is very
important because the curvatures of the PES curves at theQθ
) 0 point (i.e., atRe) exhibit large deviations from the curvature
of the ground state. For the 21T2 state (1E for Qθ * 0), it is
even negative atQθ ) 0. This negative curvature of the 21T2

state and the double-minimum shape of this potential energy
curve will play an important role in the analysis of the vibronic
structure.

The model curves plotted in Figure 2 are obtained from a
model including only the1T2 states, but the states of1T1

symmetry also have to be considered. Along theQθ displace-
ment, all of these states lead to1E states inD2d symmetry in
addition to a nondegenerate state. Electric dipole transitions from
the ground state to the1T1 states are forbidden in tetrahedral
geometry but not to the1E states resulting for finiteQθ, although
the intensities would still be very low if the electronic structure
is basically unaltered from the one atRe. However, these1E
states arising from the1T1 states can interact (or even exhibit
avoided crossings) with the1E states coming from the1T2 states.
We therefore included the1T1 states in our model; the resulting
model adiabatic potential energy curves (obtained by diagonal-
ization of the Taylor expandedV(Qθ) matrix at manyQθ points)
are shown in Figure 4 and are compared to explicitly calculated
data points, which are extended along theQθ mode to map out
the full range of this displacement coordinate that is relevant
for the vibrational motions. Our model works quite well close
to the reference point, whereas somewhat larger deviations
occur, as expected, for a second-order Taylor series at larger
displacements. However, all of the qualitative features, such as
minima or avoided crossings, are well represented by the model
curves. The main discrepancy between the model and the real
adiabatic curves is that the latter are much steeper for large
displacements in the plus direction (i.e., the direction indicated
by the arrows in Figure 3), whereas the agreement in the minus
direction is better. Another difference is that the explicitly
calculated curve of the 41T2 state is affected by couplings to
even higher excited states, which are not included in the vibronic
model, so that features arising from these couplings cannot be
represented.

4.2. Explanation of Couplings in Terms of Orbital
Contributions. To discuss the shape of the adiabatic curves
and the electronic structure explanation of these shapes, we first
show in Figure 5 the full set of adiabatic potential energy curves
arising from the 1-41T2 states atRe (solid lines) and from the
1-41T1 states (dashed lines). These lines simply connect the
adiabatic points (i.e., thenth line connects thenth excited-state
energies in the diagram (n ) 1-8)). Note that significant
changes may occur in the electronic structure along a particular
solid or dashed line because of the occurrence of avoided
crossings. For clarity, we introduce some auxiliary states
indicated by colored curves in this Figure. As an aid in the
interpretation of the states that are crucial for the vibronic
structure of the second band in the absorption spectrum, we

Figure 2. Adiabatic model potential energy curves for the lowest1T2

excited states along the modes of a1 (top) and e (bottom) symmetry
(theQθ component, see Figure 3). The latter mode is Jahn-Teller active
and leads to a splitting of the degenerate states into a doubly degenerate
1E (solid lines) and a1B2 state (dotted lines). Also shown are the data
points for explicitly calculated excited-state energies for structures
displaced along these normal coordinates.

Figure 3. Normal mode of e symmetry for MnO4-, for which the
potential energy surface in Figure 2 is shown (Qθ).
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draw two hypothetical diabatic curves (red and blue) in Figure
5, each of which represents a particular excited-state electronic
structure and may be considered to be the parent curves from
which the two green ones arise after coupling between these
diabatic states has been taken into account. The lower green
state, which can be described as the 31E-41E-21T2-41E-31E
energy curve (going from negative to positiveQθ), will be
denoted as “21T2” in the following text.

An avoided crossing that is readily apparent from the Figure
is the one atQθ ≈ 2.1 between the 21T1-31E (second dashed
curve) and “21T2”-41E states (second solid curve); it can be
understood from a coupling of the orange state (“21T1”) and
the lower green state. The state indicated in orange has
predominant 6ef 8a1 character throughout the displayedQθ
range (6e originates from the HOMO- 1 6t2, 8a1 originates
from the LUMO 2e). AtRe, it corresponds to the electric-dipole-
forbidden 21T1, so its vibronic states will have very low
intensity, if any. The electronic structure of the allowed state
indicated by the lower green curve (“21T2”) is less straightfor-
ward; it changes considerably along theQθ coordinate, which
can be explained in terms of the blue and red hypothetical
diabatic curves.

The construction of these two hypothetical diabatic states can
be understood from and justified with Table 2, where we

document the composition of the states at the equilibrium
geometryQθ ) 0 and at four displaced geometriesQθ ) (2.5
and (6. The isolated 11T2, which has HOMOf LUMO
character and is responsible for the first band, needs no further
discussion. Although the 21T2 state is clearly dominated by the
6t2 f 2e transition (68% at ground-state equilibrium), there is
significant mixing with the 1t1 f 7t2 configuration (30%). When
we follow the curve along first the 41E state and after crossing
with the 1E state arising from 21T1 along the 31E (i.e., along
the green curve in both the positive and negativeQθ directions),
we note that the composition becomes predominantly 1t1 f 7t2
(i.e., 7ef 7b2 at positiveQθ and 1a2 f 8e at negativeQθ; see
Figure 1). In fact, this electronic-structure feature is very
important for an understanding of the double-well nature of the
“21T2” state (lower green curve). We note that this potential
energy curve resembles the model curve of the1E state arising
from 21T2 in the lower panel of Figure 2, which also has a
double minimum. In fact, this state is only slightly perturbed
by the avoided crossing with the1E state arising from the 21T1

(i.e., by a coupling with the orange curve), which was not
included in the lower panel of Figure 2.

Because of the lack of coupling between the orange “21T1”
state with the green “21T2” state, the negative curvature of the
latter at Re and its double-well structure will determine the

Figure 4. Adiabatic model potential energy curves for the lowest1T1

and1T2 excited states along a mode of e symmetry (theQθ component,
see Figure 3). Only the components of symmetry E for distorted
structures are shown. The solid lines indicate the states which are of
1T2 character at the reference structure, whereas the dashed lines are
used for those of1T1 character atRe. Also shown are the data points
for explicitly calculated excited-state energies for structures displaced
along these normal coordinates, where we used+ signs for the states
corresponding to1T1 and crosses for the states corresponding to1T2 at
the ground-state equilibrium structure. These have been connected with
light dashed and solid lines, respectively.

Figure 5. Explicitly calculated potential energy curves for1E states
of the permanganate anion along theQθ mode. Thin (black) dashed
lines: 1E states corresponding to1T1 states at the equilibrium geometry;
thin (black) solid lines: 1E states corresponding to1T2 states at the
equilibrium geometry. For every displacement, a blue diamond labels
the states with the largest contribution of the 1a2 f 8e orbital transition,
whereas a red circle labels the state with the largest contribution of the
7ef 7b2 orbital transition for theD2d symmetric, displaced structures.
The thick blue dashed and red solid lines are quadratic fits to the data
points marked with diamonds and circles, respectively (shifted by 0.05
eV for clarity of presentation).
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vibronic structure in this region of the spectrum (the second
band). This particular shape of the potential energy curve
ultimately explains the blurring of the vibrational structure of
the second band in the experiment; see the next section. We
therefore first address the nature and cause of the changes in
orbital structure of this excited state alongQθ. The crucial point
is the Jahn-Teller splitting of the degenerate orbitals, notably
ligand-field level 7t2. In Figure 1, we show the orbital energies
for the orbitals near the HOMO-LUMO gap for the equilibrium
structure and for structures displaced alongQθ. For most of the
orbitals, the splitting of the degenerate sets is very small (i.e.,
on the order of 0.1 eV). The only exception is the 7t2 level,
which consists of an antibonding linear combination of the
manganese dxy, dyz, and dxz orbitals and the oxygen lone pairs;
see Figure 6.

A displacement in the positive direction of the normal mode
Qθ moves the oxygen atoms closer to thez axis so that the
antibonding interaction with the orbital with dxy character is
decreased and the orbital is stabilized. The dyz and dxz orbitals
(8e) are destabilized because their antibonding interaction with
the oxygen lone pairs is increased. This change, although
certainly nonnegligible (see Figure 1), is weaker than the change
for the dxy orbital (7b2), which can be understood from the
weaker change along theQθ mode in the overlap with the
oxygen atoms. For a negative displacement, the effect is exactly
the other way around, and again the effect (destabilization in
this case) on the 7b2 (dxy) orbital is roughly twice as large as
the effect (stabilization now) on the 8e (dyz, dxz) orbitals.

The 7ef 7b2 orbital transition dominates the 31E state at a
large positiveQθ. If we had chosen a reference point somewhere
betweenQθ ) 6 and 9, then our diabatizing scheme would have
resulted in a diabatic state with a potential energy curve indicated
qualitatively with the red curve in Figure 5, which follows the
adiabatic states with the largest 7ef 7b2 orbital transition
contribution (marked with red circles). This (hypothetical) curve
is drawn in the Figure just to guide the eye. (N.B. This
hypothetical diabatic state is completely different from the
diabatic model states that are actually employed in the vibronic
coupling simulations. One can make different choices for the
diabatic states and couplings between them, and in the calcula-

tions, we use diabatic states that have the electronic structure
of the adiabatic states atRe. This choice is purely a matter of
computational convenience.) One can read the contribution of
the 7ef 7b2 excitation to the various adiabatic states along
the red curve from Table 2. It goes from 73% in 31E at Qθ )
6 to a spread over the 3-51E states (20, 37, and 28%,
respectively) atQθ ) 2.5, next to 15, 48, and 28% over 4, 5,
61E () 21T2, 31T1, 31T2) at Qθ ) 0 and then up to higher1E
states at negativeQθ (69% in 71E atQθ ) -6). The energy of
the 8e orbitals (dxz and dyz) goes in the opposite direction to
that of 7b2(dxy), and we have indicated the hypothetical diabatic
state corresponding to the 1a2 f 8e excitation as a blue curve
in the Figure. It is apparent from the Figure that the double-
well potential energy curve corresponding to the 21T2 state at
Re arises from a strongly avoided crossing between these diabatic
states. Because the coupling between the diabatic states (red
and blue curves) is so strong, we will not find (see next section)
a vibrational structure that can be associated with the vibrations
in the red or blue potential energy curve but rather vibrations
that can be understood from the shape of the adiabatic “21T2”
curve (green curve). The “21T2” curve has HOMOf LUMO
+ 1 character in the regions of the wells because both the 7e
f 7b2 character at positiveQθ values and the 1a2 f 8e character
at negativeQθ values are of the HOMOf LUMO + 1 type. It
is important to note that at and in the neighborhood ofRe, the
character of “21T2” happens to be different, being of the HOMO
- 1 f LUMO type. At that point, there is much mixing, the
1a2 f 8e and 7ef 7b2 contributions are both only 15%, and
there is considerable (51%) 6ef 2b1 character that occurs at
larger positive and negativeQθ values predominantly in the
“31T1” curve plus some (17%) 6ef 8a1 character that is a total
of 68% HOMO- 1f LUMO character. Because this character
at Re is rather atypical for the whole “21T2” curve, we do not
feel that it is justified to classify the second band in the spectrum,
which represents primarily vibronic structure associated with
the “21T2” state, as having HOMO- 1 f LUMO character.
The classification, in terms of single orbital excitations, obvi-
ously loses its meaning here.

We also recall that the “21T1” curve (orange) corresponds to
the 6ef 8a1 orbital excitation (cf. Table 2, i.e., has HOMO-
1 f LUMO character). Apparently, the HOMO- 1 f LUMO
and HOMOf LUMO + 1 characters occur throughout in the
same excitation-energy region.

5. Vibronically Coupled Spectra

5.1. Influence of Different Vibrations. We used our model
potential energy surfaces to simulate the vibronically coupled
absorption spectrum of permanganate. The crucial point in such
a simulation is the selection of the quanta distribution for the
normal modes.23 The experimental spectrum is shown at the
top of Figure 10 for comparison.

We first simulated a spectrum in which only the totally
symmetric mode was populated because totally symmetric
modes usually, and particularly in this case,1,11 dominate the
vibrational progression. The corresponding spectrum is shown
at the bottom of Figure 7. Clear vibrational progressions of
approximately 900-950 cm-1 can be observed for all excited
states, which reflects the fact that all four model potential energy
surfaces exhibit a similar shape and are displaced with respect
to the ground-state curve along this normal coordinate (see the
upper panel of Figure 5). The dominant experimental vibrational
spacings for the first and third electronic transition are about
750 and 770 cm-1, respectively. This is in reasonable agreement
with our results in view of the approximations in the model
applied here: We use model potential energy curves that are

Figure 6. Antibonding interaction of the Mn 3d orbitals of t2 symmetry
(3dxy, 3dxz, 3dyz) with linear combinations of oxygen 2p orbitals with
the same t2 symmetry.
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determined by the second derivatives at theground-state
equilibrium position and do not contain anharmonic corrections
(i.e., the diabatic model curves are quadratic functions).
Nevertheless, deviations of theadiabatic model curves from

the parabolic shape could arise from couplings between different
states, which are small in this case.

In comparison to the experimental spectrum in ref 1 (see
Figure 10), we observe that the calculated vibrational pattern
of the lowest excited state is similar, although the intensity of
the vibronic transition decreases a bit too quickly for the higher
vibrational levels, which is mainly due to the fact that the
vibrational frequency is too high. The linear term in the Taylor
expansion of the excited-state PES determines the displacement
of the excited-state minimum with respect to the ground-state
equilibrium structure and therefore the number of vibrational
levels accessible from the ground state.

For the second and third excited states, we find qualitative
agreement of our simulation and the experiment, although in
the experiment the situation is more complicated because of
the fact that both bands have a considerable overlap. This is
not reproduced in our simulation because of the errors in the
vertical excitation energies. In ref 1, the authors come to the
conclusion that the high-energy part of the second-band system
(between∼28 000 and 30 000 cm-1) is superimposed on the
vibrational progression of the third transition, which should
therefore be responsible for the weak vibrational structure in
that region, whereas only the first few vibronic transitions in
the low-energy part of this band are clearly assigned to the
second electronic transition. If only the totally symmetric mode
is taken into account, then we see that the second electronic
system shows seven peaks in the simulation. Given the difficulty
of establishing the vertical transition energies in the experiment,
we should leave the possibility open that the vibronic structure
in the high-energy region of the second band could also arise
from the second electronic transition itself instead of being due
to a superposition with the third band. The fourth transition has
a rather low intensity in our simulation, whereas the experi-
mental intensity is much higher. In view of the qualitative

Figure 7. Simulated spectra of MnO4- using SAOP/TZ2P. Shown are
three simulations in which only the a1 mode (bottom), modes in
irreducible representations a1 and e (middle), and modes in irreducible
representations a1 and t2 (top) are populated. The positions of the vertical
excitations are marked by arrows. Individual vibronic peaks are
represented by Lorentzian curves with a half-width of 0.05 eV (403
cm-1). For better comparability with the experiment, we used a half-
width of 0.0125 eV (101 cm-1) in the spectra with the population of
the t2 modes only for the peaks of the a1 progression in the first band.

Figure 8. Detailed comparison of the simulated spectra of MnO4
-

using SAOP/TZ2P. Top: simulation of the 21T2 system; bottom:
simulation of the 31T2 system. In both cases, simulations are shown in
which (i) only a1 or (ii) a1 and e modes are populated. Individual
vibronic peaks are represented by Lorentzian curves with a half-width
of 0.005 eV (40 cm-1).

Figure 9. Simulated spectrum of the 21T2 and 21T1 states of MnO4-

using SAOP/TZ2P. Note that the 31T2 state is also included in the
simulation and that the a1 and e modes are populated. In this simulation,
dipole moment derivatives have been taken into account, and the 21T1

state is shifted by-0.6 eV (-4839 cm-1) to separate it from the 21T2

band.
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agreement in the intensities for the other states, we would not
expect that the calculated intensity for this state is completely
wrong, although it cannot be completely excluded. Another
explanation, which is not unlikely considering the problems with
the vertical excitation energies, is that the fourth experimental
band corresponds to an even higher-lying state, which is missing
in our calculation.

If we consider (in addition to the a1 mode) the effect of the
2-fold-degenerate e modes (Figure 7, middle panel) , which lead
to the Jahn-Teller distortions in, for example, the 21T2 state
noted above, then we can see that the peculiar blurred vibrational
structure of the second band, which is such a striking feature
of the experimental spectrum, is now reproduced in the
calculations. The third band, however, still exhibits a clear
vibrational progression, although all of the peaks appear to be
double (show a shoulder), which is due to an excitation of the
2-fold-degenerate e mode in addition to the a1 stretching mode.
A detailed comparison of the vibronic eigenvalue spectrum for

the second and third bands is shown in Figure 8, in which a
much smaller line width has been used (40 cm-1) to distinguish
the different vibronic transitions. It can be seen that the doubling
(shoulder) of the a1 peaks in the 31T2 band arises from the large
intensities of two vibrational levels that differ by one quantum
in one of the 2-fold-degenerate modes (in addition to the
excitation of the a1 mode) and that very weak peaks for levels
with additional quanta in the e modes are also present. That
means that each peak of the a1 progression basically splits into
two peaks of comparable intensity, which, in the experimental
spectrum, are not resolved but appear as an apparent a1

progression with broadened peaks.
In the second band system, the peaks from the a1 progression

split into many peaks of comparable intensity: for every peak
of the a1 progression, we now find about seven additional peaks
with only slightly lower intensity. This is caused by the shape
of the excited-state PES of the “21T2” state, with its negative
curvature atQθ ) 0 and the two minima at positive and negative

Figure 10. (Top) Experimental absorption spectrum of KMnO4, adapted with permission from ref 1 (copyright by Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1967).
(Bottom) Simulated spectrum; all modes are populated, and vertical excitation energies are shifted (see text).
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displacement along the e modes. As a result, the a1 progression
is barely visible in the second band system if the 2-fold-
degenerate modes are taken into account.

Inclusion of the t2 modes in addition to the a1 mode introduces
significant additional vibrational structure only for the first band.
For every peak of the a1 progression, we find an additional peak
with an offset of 335 cm-1, which corresponds to a|0〉 f |1〉
transition for the t2 modes. In the experimental spectrum,1 a
similar vibrational structure with an offset of 278 cm-1 is found
for the a1 progression, although the peak heights are lower for
these vibronic transitions. In our calculation, these peaks become
as intense as those of the a1 progression. This apparent
discrepancy might be attributed to the different peak widths in
the experimental spectrum, as can be inferred from the upper
spectrum in Figure 7 in which the t2 modes are populated. There
we took into account that the experimental peaks of the a1

progression for the first system are very narrow and used a peak
width of 0.0125 eV, whereas all other peaks were modeled with
a width of 0.05 eV. TherelatiVe intensities of the additional
peaks follow the same intensity distribution as the corresponding
experimental ones.

At this point, we may conclude that the vibronic-structure
calculations reproduce the basic features of the experimental
spectrum, notably the fact that the vibrational structure in the
first and third bands is much better resolved and much more
regular than that of the very broad and structureless second
band.1 This supports the assignment of the experimental bands
to the excitations with the electronic structure, as given in the
DFT-SAOP excitation energy calculations; see the previous
section.

5.2. Full Spectrum Simulation Including 1T1 States.Until
now, we have taken the (couplings between the) 12 states that
arise from the 1-41T2 multiplets into account. In addition, there
are the (atRe forbidden) 1T1 states; see Figure 5. We have
repeated the spectra simulations with inclusion of 2 of the1T1,
the 21T1, and either the 31T1 or the 41T1 states, bringing the
total of coupled states to 18. There are, however, hardly any
differences for the simulations in which the a1 mode or the a1
and e modes are populated. For the third simulation, in which
the a1 and t2 modes are populated, we have observed that the
second band system now shows a less distinct a1 progression
than in the case of inclusion of only1T2 states; see the upper
panel of Figure 7. But because this second band is blurred by
the e modes anyway, this does not constitute a noticeable change
in the total simulation. We conclude that there are no differences
in the total simulation of the allowed transitions with inclusion
of the 1T1 states, so their influence on the spectra is small.

By also using a Taylor series expansion of the transition
dipole moment analogously to the Herzberg-Teller approach,
we can study the question of whether the very low intensity
peaks on the low-energy side of the experimental second band
(see the upper panel of Figure 10) might be attributed to 21T1

peaks, which acquire intensity due to nonzero transition dipole
moments for displaced structures. Although these transition
dipole moment derivatives might not be very accurate, we can
at least get qualitative information. A simulation with the 21T1

state and transition dipole moments included, in which only the
a1 and e modes are populated, does not lead to observable peaks
just below the vibronic structure belonging to the “21T2” state
(second band). But again, this might be attributed to the wrong
vertical excitation energies because an analysis of the Lanczos
eigenvectors shows that some of the peaks in the second band
system are due to the 21T1 state, which are too weak in intensity
to be recognized in the broad background. To separate the

contributions of these two states, we performed a simulation in
which the 21T1 state was shifted by-0.6 eV (-4839 cm-1)
and only this state, the 21T2, and the 31T2 state were included.
The resulting spectrum is shown in Figure 9. The 21T1 state
can be seen as a band of very low intensity compared to that of
the “allowed” transitions to the 21T2 and 31T2 states but with a
clear vibrational progression of about 900 cm-1. Although this
is not conclusive evidence, it shows that the two peaks at ca.
25 000 and 25 700 cm-1 in the experimental spectrum might
indeed originate from the 21T1 state.

The full simulated spectrum (the bottom of Figure 10)
combines all of the features described above (24 coupled states
and a1, e, and t2 modes). Besides the1T2 states, the four lowest
1T1 excited states have also been included in this simulation. In
this spectrum, we corrected the vertical excitation energies by
empirical shifts, which are given in Table 3, to obtain a better
agreement of the band origins with experiment. Also, the1T1

states are uniformly shifted in this simulation by-0.5 eV to
preserve the correct order of the excited states. It should be
noted that this shifting is, from a theoretical point of view, a
bit problematic because lower-energy gaps between the excited
states in turn often cause larger couplings between the different
excited states. This would mean that the interstate coupling
constants, which cause such couplings in our simulation, should
also be adjusted accordingly. However, there is no direct way
to estimate these changes in the coupling constants because we
cannot model the effect of smaller energy gaps in the electronic
structure calculations. Therefore, no empirical corrections to
these coupling constants will be applied. Our empirical shifts
of the calculated band origins, to obtain optimal agreement with
the experiment, provide “best estimates” of the vertical excita-
tion energies, which are also shown in Table 3.

Except for the wrong total intensity for the fourth band and
the slightly too high vibrational spacing for the a1 progression,
we obtain good general agreement with the experimental
spectrum. Details of the vibrational quanta distribution for the
four simulated spectra shown in Figures 7 and 10 are given in
Table 4. Note thatground-statevibrational basis functions are
employed, and extensive tests have been performed to ensure
the convergence of the spectroscopic features with respect to
the number of quanta.

6. Discussion and Conclusions

In this study, we have shown that the TDDFT/SAOP method
for the calculation of the excitation energies and excited-state
potential energy curves, combined with a vibronic coupling
method that uses the TDDFT transition densities in the
diabatization method, is a powerful tool for the simulation of
the vibronic structure of absorption spectra. In view of its
efficiency, it can be applied to large systems, such as transition-
metal complexes. For the permanganate anion, it leads to good

TABLE 3: Calculated (SAOP/TZ2P) Excitation Energies
(Ecalcd), Empirical Shifts (∆Eemp), and Best Estimates of the
Vertical Excitation Energies (Eest in eV) for the Excited
States of Irreducible Representation1T2 of the
Permanganate Ion from the Combination of Experimental
and Theoretical Dataa

no. transition exptl Ecalcd ∆Eemp Eest

1 1t1 f 2e 2.3 3.01 -0.54 2.5
2 6t2 f 2e 3.5 4.04 -0.44 3.6
3 1t1 f 7t2 4.0 4.93 -0.79 4.1
4 6t2 f 7t2 5.5 5.95 -0.52 5.4

a The experimental values shown are the positions of the band
maxima of the spectrum reported in ref 1.
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agreement with the experimental spectrum and helps us to
understand the nature of the transitions. The quality of the
simulation suggests that the long-standing assignment problem
for the second and third allowed electronic transitions is
resolved. Our simulation reproduces the salient features of the
experimental spectrum. That is, the second band system is very
broad and almost without vibrational structure, whereas the third
band shows a clear progression from the totally symmetric
stretching mode. The broadening in the second band system is
due to the double-well nature of the PES along the modes of e
symmetry, leading to many vibrational states with nonzero
transition dipole moments from the ground state. In the third
band system, the excited-state PES has just a single minimum
along the e mode, which is only slightly displaced fromRe,
and a roughly parabolic shape around the minimum. Including
the e mode vibronic states leads to shoulders on the peaks
(overlapping double peaks) of the a1 progression, which remains
the dominant feature of the vibrational structure of this band.
The simulated spectra also reproduce a clear vibrational structure
in the first band system because of the a1 progression, augmented
with additional peaks that can be attributed to higher vibrational
quanta in the t2 modes. Also, the intensity distribution for the
first three band systems is in qualitative agreement with
experiment. The highest peaks occur for the first system, and
the peaks in the third system also show considerable intensity,
whereas the second band is less intense.

The vibronic structure serves as a kind of fingerprint for the
underlying PESs and the nonadiabatic coupling between states.
We conclude from the agreement between theory and experi-
ment that our calculations probably yield a correct interpretation
of the electronic structure. One should be aware, of course, that
agreement between the calculated and experimental vibronic
structure is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the
theoretical assignment to be correct. Regarding the electronic
nature of the excitations, we have noted that it is not meaningful
to assign the second and third bands to single orbital transitions.
There is strong configuration mixing, which changes along, for
example, the e mode. We have identified the Jahn-Teller
splitting in the 3d manifold of t2 symmetry along the e mode
as the origin of the double-well structure of the 21T2 PES and,
hence, as the origin of the blurring of the vibrational structure
in the second band.

In contrast to the good agreement for the vibronic structure,
the vertical excitation energies are not very accurate. They are
all too high, but they are not uniformly too high (i.e., the spacing
is also incorrect). The band origins differ by several thousand
cm-1, and the second and third bands do not overlap in our
calculation. However, environmental effects have been com-
pletely neglected in our study, whereas the experimental
spectrum was obtained for KMnO4 in a KClO4 crystal.

Furthermore, the simulated spectra show that the positions of
the band maxima, which are used in the experiment to estimate
the vertical transition energies, are only a rough measure for
the vertical excitation energies. The latter can be more than 1000
cm-1 higher than the band maxima. This effect would reduce
the errors in the vertical excitation energies a bit: The calculated
band maxima are at approximately 2.90 (11T2), 3.85 (21T2), 4.85
(31T2), and 5.85 eV (41T2). This is closer to the experimental
band maxima than the calculated vertical transition energies (cf.
Table 3), but deviations between the experimental and calculated
band maxima of 0.3 to 0.8 eV would still remain. Furthermore,
the incorrect spacing also remains (e.g., these effects do not
lead to an overlap of the second and third transitions), which is
observed in the experiment. By applying empirical corrections
to the calculated vertical excitation energies, we were able to
achieve very good agreement of the general appearance of the
absorption spectrum of MnO4- compared to that of the
experiment for the first three bands. The full vibronic structure
of an absorption band gives a much more characteristic signature
of an electronic absorption and provides a much richer target
for theoretical comparison than the experimental vertical excita-
tion energy alone (necessarily a rough estimate, e.g., the band
maximum). For the high-lying fourth band system, we do not
obtain the high experimental intensity. Also, other experimental
studies40,41 do not offer possible explanations for this experi-
mental feature. Whether even higher-lying states are playing a
role here needs to be investigated.

To summarize, our study shows that the vibronic structure
simulation of transition-metal absorption spectra within the
short-time approximation yields very satisfactory results, so the
vibronic structure can be used as a fingerprint for the assignment
of electronic bands because even details (e.g., the effects
originating from the Jahn-Teller active modes) can be modeled
correctly. The method does not rely on excited-state structure
optimizations and is capable of describing nonadiabatic cou-
plings between (near-)degenerate excited states. Therefore, it
is particularly well suited for transition-metal complexes with
close-lying PESs or complicated excited-state topologies. It can
be applied in a straightforward manner and is generally
applicable, which provides confidence for the application of this
method to larger molecules.
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TABLE 4: Distribution of the Vibrational Basis Functions
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